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84 books from Ian Jackson, with many books Ian
bought from Bernard M. Rosenthal.
Ian Jackson, c.2018, in his kitchen, Berkeley Ca.

“The most knowledgeable bookman in America.” Peter Howard.
“I have no idea how he did all those catalogs, such
economy and attention to the essentials, I can see
why you confess this admiration.” William Dailey,
1994.
“Todd,… I don’t know of any dealer who could decipher and describe all that material so splendidly as
Ian does, with bargain prices to boot, he’s a wunderkind for sure and such a gentleman, see you both at
the fair…”
Frank Spellman, 2008.

TODD PRATUM AND RICK WILKINSON have acquired the
last stock of the late Ian Jackson, of Berkeley, (his library remains intact). Approximately 2500 titles,
rich in bibliography, biography, book history, paleography, bookseller catalogs, library catalogs, library history, botany & natural history, church history, with long and short runs of hundreds of important and obscure journals and serials. The books
are being unboxed now, as a prelude I offer select
books I’ve bought from Ian over the last 34 years. It
was hard to keep up with Ian’s acquisitions but I
tried. Note to friends of Ian, I’m writing a memoir of
him and invite your interest and contributions.
*Postage at cost, regular customers, libraries, and
old librarians billed, return any reason, 20% discount to active dealers with priced stock for sale.
Payment by check or PP.
*PLEASE ORDER BY AUTHOR & SHORT TITLE.
Thank you for reading.
---ABAA MEMBERSHIP LIST, 1954, small 8vo stapled
wraps, 42pp, dusty. The first ABAA member list. Of
all the perhaps hundreds of book related societies
and institutes Ian belonged to, the ABAA was not
one of them, something he reminded me of every so
often. $8.00

THE AMERICAN BOOKMAKER. A Journal of Technical Art and Information. Volume VI, pp.164, and
VII, pp.194, January – June 1888. Lockwood, tall
heavy quarto, contemporary black polished calf and
cloth boards, with 24pp, preface in Vol VI, remarkable woodcuts and engravings on almost every page.
Edges of binding a little scuffed, with index laid in.
No copies online of any issues, never reprinted, (but
what would be the point as half the interest here is
the pictorial record which would never be properly
cared for in today’s reprint factories). From Wreden’s basement, which Peter Howard, with Ian’s
guidance bought (50,000 books for $250K), Peter
and Ian then sold me the “rejects”, about 350 boxes
worth of which this is one. $200.00

THE BOOK BUYER. A Review and Record of Current
Literature. Scribner’s 1898, Volume XVII heavy 8vo,
publ’s stout gilt green cloth, 644pp, hinges cracking
else vf. With a treasure of book-related advertisements, evocative graphics. Few copies online. Another Wreden basement book. $85.00

Bolgar, R. R., ed. – CLASSICAL INFLUENCES ON EUROPEAN CULTURE A. D. 500-1500. Proceedings…
Cambridge CUP 1971 publ’s cloth, fake leather spine
label, 319pp, 12 glossy plates at back, one paper by
Gombrich on personification, BMR label, vf. $18.00
BOOK DESIGN AND PRODUCTION. Vol 2 No.4 and
Vol 2 No.4, 1959, James Moran editor, quarto, stiff
wraps, profusely illustrated with a fantastic plethora
of book and printing graphics, some on thick stock.
Scarce. $65.00

THE BOOKMAN. An Illustrated Magazine of Literature and Life. Vol. XIV Sept 1901 – Feb 1902. NY:
Dodd, Mead, large heavy 8vo, publ’s handsome decorated cloth, 640pp, profusely illustrated maily with
photos, vf copy. A classic artifact revealing a time
when people stayed current on books and literature
through exhaustive magazines like this, small print
double column! With Wreden’s cost-code and price
of $7.50 and a handout from his memorial service. I
bought this from Ian and Peter Howard when I
cleared out the remains of William Wreden’s basement, about 350 boxes worth, which I took to my
improbable new shop in Boonville, c.1992. $28.00

BOOK NOTES. Two issues, Aug Sept 1924, and FebMarch 1925, Hartford, folio, stapled wraps, p.93132, p.181-216, ads, plates, bit of wear, vg. Published by Edwin Valentine Mitchell in Hartford, old
blue-blood bibliophilia at its best. $28.00

Bookdealer catalog) Goldschmidt, E. P. – CATALOGUE 24. WOODCUT BOOKS. CLASSICS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. London nd, tall 8vo sewn in wraps, 160pp,

343 items, indexed, beautifully illustrated, tiny stain
on back cover but a fine copy of one of the most famous Goldschmidt catalogs. I could not find a copy
online. Ian had rare praise for EPG catalogs. Every
entry is so lovingly typeset that it’s like discovering
the book all over again. $60.00

Bookdealer catalog) Hill, Jonathan. –CATALOGUE
TWO HUNDRED AND FOUR. NY 2013 stiff sewn
wraps with gilt lettering, 260pp, color plates, 174
items, indexed, vf. Large section of Japanese books at
back, a gorgeous production! $12.00
Bookdealer catalog) Hill, Jonathan. – CATALOGUE
TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN. Fine & Important
Manuscripts and Printed Books. NY 2015, gilt cloth
& color printed boards, rose-pink ep’s, 346pp, 185
items, plates throughout, vf. How sweet, rich in mss
including No.66, a curious 17th century alchemical
mss. No copies online. $38.00
Bookdealer catalog) Hill, Jonathan A. – CATALOGUE
145, PARACELSUS. NYC 2002, 51pp, sewn wraps, 41
pre-1600 items, numerous plates, some in color on
glossy stock, a few penned notes on cover (by Bernard Rosenthal), o/w vf. No US copies online. Issued
during the last heyday when libraries woke up to
Hermeticism and had the cash to do something
about it. $16.00

Bookdealer catalog) Les Enluminures. – CATALOG
12, COLORFUL! Color in Medieval and Renaissance
Manuscript Illumination. Chicago 1995, narrow
quarto sewn stiff folding wraps, bold use of color
throughout, modernist text design, 35 items, most
priced between $10K and $50K. BMR book label, no
copies online. $33.00

Quaritch catalogs, Ian thought this particularly special. Scarce. $55.00
Bookdealer catalog) Quaritch. - BOOKHANDS OF
THE MIDDLE AGES, Part I, III, and VII, Catalogues
1036 (1984), 1088 (1988), and 1315 (2004), sewn
wraps, color throughout. $55.00

Bookdealer catalog) Librairie Paul Jammes. – CABINETS DE CURIOSITES. Paris nd, oblong quarto sewn
wraps, 388 items, plates throughout, fine. Very curious! No copies online. $85.00

Bookdealer catalog) Watson, William Patrick. 18
catalogs, No’s 1-10, 12-19, octavo stiff wraps sewn,
a few have the date and exchange rate penned on
the cover by Bernard Rosenthal, otherwise in fine
condition. Fantastic text design, epochal books, color
plates throughout, hard to supersede catalogs like
this. $260.00

Bookdealer catalog) Maggs Bros. – EARLY PRESSES
AND MONASTIC LIBRARIES OF NORTH-WEST EUROPE… UP TO A. D. 1520. Catalogue No.890, square
8vo, sewn wraps, 168pp plus index, 49 glossy plates,
sewn, trivial wear. A few pencillings by BMR. $15.00
Bookdealer catalog) Quaritch. - CATALOGUE 1226:
THE SOCIETY OF JESUS 1548-1773. Introduction by
Alastair Hamilton, London 1996, stout 8vo printed
wraps sewn, 237 items indexed, plates, vf, with
Detlev’s complimentary card. Of all the remarkable

Bookdealer catalog) Wood III, Charles B. - 36 paperbound catalogs. Catalogs 77 pt 2 (1992), 80, 81, 82
in 2 pts., 83, 85 in 3 pts., 86, 87 pt 1, 89, 90, 91, 92
pts 1 & 2, 93, 94, 95 in 2 pts, 97, 98, (wrinkled cover)

99, 100 in 2 pts, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110,
111, 112, 113, plus one unnumbered catalog, 8vo or
4to, glossy paper with fine illustrations. $120.00
Brand, John. - THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF
THE TOWN AND COUNTY OF THE TOWN OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. London, B. White, 1789. 2 volumes. Cataloging by Ian Jackson: Large quarto, contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, the calf a little rubbed and the marbled paper peeling in places,
some slight staining and foxing within, folding map
in first volume torn for an inch along fold, but a
sound and handsome copy. Each front free endpaper
(creased) bears an inscription: ‘Presented to Geo:
Wilson by the Rev. R[obert] J[oseph] Barlow, Vicar
of Hutton Rudby, 13th April 1847’. Barlow was Vicar
of Rudby-in-Cleveland from 1831 until his death in
1878, and author of an autobiographical novel, Remarkable, but still True (1872), published under the pseudonym Walter Fitzallen. Wilson was the
owner of the Hutton Rudby Sailcloth Mill. This copy
is complete, at least according to the list of plates,
with 2 engraved title-pages, 2 frontispieces, 31 other plates, and a few engravings in the text. It would
have been advisable not to have consulted Upcott,
however, who in volume 2, at pp. 1036-9, calls for a
‘Folded plan of Newcastle’ at page 1 of the first volume, not present here. (As Gabriel Wells, no friend
to reference books, advised the young H.P. Kraus,
‘Believe me Kraus, you cannot sell a book easily
when you know too much about it’ — see A Rare
Book Saga [1978], p.94). On the other hand, most
(possibly all) copies offered online are defective (the
plates are decorative enough to frame and no one
cites Upcott) and the catalogue of the Newcastle
Central Library (which owns eleven copies of the
book) calls for only 31 plates (as here). The most recent copy to appear at auction (Christie’s South Kensington, Newton Hall sale, 20th January 2010, lot
146, covers detached or missing, £1375) also lacked
Upcott’s additional plan, which appears on the evidence to have been an extra-illustration or a phantom. $240.00
Briele, Luc van den. – MODERN EROTIC BOOKPLATES. London: Primrose 1990, boards & dj, 71pp,
60 plates & illustrations, vf. $30.00

Brunet, J. B. - MANUEL DU LIBRAIRE ET DE L'AMATEUR de livres, Contenant. 1: Un nouveau Dictionnaire Bibliographique. 2: Une Table en Forme de
Catalogue Raisonné par Jacques Charles Brunet. Paris Didot 1860-1880 nine volumes, 5th edition. Vols
1-5 are the dictionary A-Z, vol 6 is devoted to the
Table Methodique (1878pp in double column), vol 7
is the Dictionnaire de Geographie (spine lettering
reads “A L’usage du Libraire”), vol 8 & 9 are the supplement, bound in contemporary vellum & green
cloth, two-toned gilt lettering pieces, gilt-ruled
spines, complete in every respect including the half
titles, vol 2 of the supplement is bound in plain library buckram, edges trimmed by the binder, a lovely copy, vellum fine & bright, a few lettering pieces
worn and marked, one tiny crack to the headcap of
vol 1, Bernard M. Rosenthal’s copy with his small library label in each volume, binding and sewing
strong, no bumps or foxing, hinges tight but books
open flat on the desk, a pleasure.. $450.00
Christie, Richard Copley. – SELECTED ESSAYS AND
PAPERS OF … Longman’s Green 1902, publ’s red gilt
cloth, frontis, signature of R. L. Poole [1857-1939], a
bit of foxing, esp to the first few pages, with Longman’s catalog of 32pp at back. Bookplate of David
Douglas. $40.00
Claudin, A. – THE FIRST PARIS PRESS. An Account of
the Books Printed for G. Fichet and J. Heynlin in the

Sorbonne 1470-1472. Bibliographical Soc No.VI,
1898-97, simple library rebind with spine labels
somewhat preserved, sepia frontis, title rubricated
deckled foredge. wraps preserved, ep loose, ex-lib
Yale, (bookplate, no other marks), BMR book label.
$40.00

Cott, Jonathan, ed, and Maurice Sendak. – VICTORIAN COLOR PICTURE BOOKS. Stonehill 1983, tall 8vo,
cloth & dj, color throughout, vf copy. $10.00
Cushing, William. – INITIALS AND PSEUDONYMS.
Sampson & Low 1886 large heavy 8vo, publ’s decorated cloth whose edges are moderately worn with
one corner exposed, from Wreden’s ref lib with his
penciled marks. Reprinted by Olms, Gale, and many
others, the Crowell edition is also common but no
copies of the S & L edition online. One of those
books I bought from Ian I almost never used but
knew I should. $40.00
Digby) Rubin, Davida, ed. - SIR KENELM DIGBY F. R.
S. 1603-1665. A Bibliography Based on the Collection of K. Garth Huston. SF: Norman 1991, gilt cloth,
272 items, 130pp, b&w frontispiece and illustrations
throughout the text, index, price list laid in, vf, with
presentation insc from Rubin to Rosenthal. Huston's
collection was limited to a few authors whom he
then collected deeply, Blake most noteworthy. This
is a bibliography AND a catalog. Sold with Jeremy
Norman Catalogue 19 The Library of Garth Huston,

Part One, which does not cover his Digby collection.
$90.00

Fogg, Sam. Six catalogs. No.14 (Medieval mss),
No.15-16 (Medieval & Renaissance mss), No.17
(Himalayan mss), No.21 (Indian mss) plus unnumbered ART OF THE MIDDLE AGES. Quarto sewn
wraps, glossy pages full of color, fine with no defects. Other Fogg catalogs in stock plus some correspondence. $170.00

Halliwell-Phillips) Spewack, Marvin. JAMES ORCHARD HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS. Oak Knoll 2001,
large 8vo, cloth & dj, small bits of tape on jacket else
vf. Published at $50.00. $20.00

INLAND PRINTER. February 1939, Vol 102, No.5, tall
quarto, stapled, printing graphics on steroids!
$12.00

Jackson, Ian (text), and Ann Arnold (illustrator). –
THE CHASTE MOUSE AND THE WANTON MOUSE.
South Lunenburg 2016 12mo wraps, 48pp, new.
Published by Ian Jackson, more information on Ian’s
website, IanJacksonBooks.com $20.00

JOURNAL OF THE WARBURG AND COURTAULD INSTITUTES. Volumes 1-66 (1937-2003) but missing
vols. 3:1-2, 4:1-2, 12, 14:3-4, 15, 16:1-2, 17:3-4,
18:3-4-22:1-2, 23:3-4, 24:3-4, 25:3-4, 29-30, 41, and
43-57. 51 volumes total. Quarto, original wrappers,
numerous plates throughout. See Ian’s full description at the end of this catalog. $3000.00
Kearney, Patrick & Neil Crawford: THE PRIVATE
CASE: A SUPPLEMENT Berkeley: Ian Jackson Books,
2016, sewn wrappers, 148pp, new copies, with prospectus laid-in. 250 copies printed. See Ian’s full description at end of this catalog. $20.00.
Kraus. TWENTY-FIVE MANUSCRIPTS. Catalogue 95,
[1961], folio cloth in chipped dj, six folding plates,
some in color, with BMR’s note on paste-down
“Bought from HPK $25.00 less 20%”. $12.00

Lowell, James Russell. – AMONG MY BOOKS. Fields,
Osgood 1897, 1st?, publ’s green beveled cloth over
boards, bubbled, a good reading copy. $10.00
Manguel, Alberto. – A HISTORY OF READING. NY:
Viking 1996, glued paperback, 172pp, “acid-free paper” (no such thing, and soon as it is printed it becomes acidic), b&w text illustrations, with a detachable four-panel extending chart on glossy paper, vf.
We both coincidentally read this at the same time,
and since reading was such a large part of Ian’s life, I
was keen on his opinion, which was not too high. He
pointedly called out Manguel for omitting the reading life of Thomas Babington Macaulay, who read all
day and night, even while he dressed, one of the
world’s greatest readers he said. $12.00

Lathrop, Henry Burrowes. – TRANSLATIONS FROM
THE CLASSICS INTO ENGLISH FROM CAXTON TO
CHAPMAN 1477-1620. Madison: Univ of Wisc 1933
1st ed, attractively bound in contemporary buckram
and patterned boards, gilt leather label, 350pp, fine
copy, BMR label. $44.00
THE LONDON LANCET. Vol II 1854. NY 1854, small
quarto, publ’s morocco & bds, gilt bands, yellow ep’s,
506pp, 6 numbers, a lovely fine copy, no defects, gilt
bright, text block vf. $380.00

Markham, Sheila. – A BOOK OF BOOKSELLERS.
Markham & Oak Knoll 2007, sewn paperback,
presentation insc from the author to BMR, plus inserted offprint and copy of letter. $18.00

McMurtrie, Douglas C. – FIVE HUNDRED YEARS OF
PRINTINGS IN THE COURIER, No.17, June 1940, stapled wraps, three unnumbered folios folded and
stapled, title rubricated, vg. Sold with: McMurtrie
Christians Pay Omage During 1940 to the Bible Printer Johann Gutenberg, contained in The Christian
News, Sept 1940 small 8vo stapled wraps, together.
$11.00
Marvell, Andrew?) SECRET HISTORY. The Secret
History of the Reigns of K. Charles II, and K. James II.
Printed in the Year 1690. 12mo, modern boards
(very plain) 4+96+87, 214+4, title a bit defective
and age mottled, textblock tight and very good. Wing
S2347. With Arthur Freeman’s descriptive catalog
entry for this copy laid in (180 GBP) where he finds
this to be an unrecorded fourth variant. Ian bought
this for his personal research in 17th century British
poetry. $70.00
Munby, A. N. L. and L. W. Towner. – THE FLOW OF
BOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS. Clark Memorial Lib
1969. Wraps, 55pp, stamp on cover, dusty. $9.00
Munby. PORTRAIT OF AN OBSESSION. Putnam
1967, cloth fine, dj worn with a small tear, BMR copy
with ephemera inserted as was his habit. $20.00

Munby. – ESSAYS AND PAPERS. Scolar 1978 cloth &
dj, BMR copy. $18.00
Nixon, Howard M & M. M. Foot. – THE HISTORY OF
DECORATED BOOKBINDING IN ENGLAND. Clarendon 1992 gilt dec cloth with publ’s acetate, color
throughout. $160.00
Octavo) 30 discs, Blake, Bodoni, Copernicus, Edward
Young (Night Thoughts), Wycliffite, etc. Most in the
shrinkwrap, complete list on request. Exlibris Karma
Pippin. Each work is reproduced in microscopic detail, including bindings, prelims, plates etc. Including
a few of their handsome price lists, and color booklet. I was unable to find any of these for sale online.
Originally $30 - $75 each. $350.00
Orage, ,A. R. – THE ART OF READING. Farrar &
Rinehart 1930, 1st and only edition, publ’s blue cloth,
a fairly ordinary copy, dullish as they always seem to
be. Not in Driscoll. Why is this book so rare now? I
could not find a single copy for sale anywhere. Orage
wore many hats, including as bookseller at Sunwise
Turn. $75.00

Packard, A. S. – LIFE HISTORIES OF ANIMALS INCLUDING MAN. Or Outlines of Comparative Embryology. NY Holt & Co 1876 1st ed, publ’s handsome
green cloth with gilt embryo on front cover, beveled
edges, 343pp, 286 woodcuts and photo engravings
in the text, fine, lovely copy with the contemporary
stamp of the San Francisco Microscopical Society on
the title page. Very scarce, just one copy on Vialibri.
Much on the use of the microscope. $100.00

Papantonio) EARLY AMERICAN BOOKBINDINGS.
From the Collection of Michael Papantonio. NY:
Morgan Lib 1972, small quarto, nice smooth buckram with red leather label, bookplate of Julia Parker
Wightsman (riders on horseback), 61 items, 61 b&w
plates, wraps bound in, Stinehour printing, fine
copy. $32.00

Pearce, Susan, editor. – VISIONS OF ANTIQUITY. The
Society of Antiquaries of London 1707-2007. London: Society of Antiquaries 2007 1st ed, large heavy
quarto, cloth & dj, 451pp, 116 color & b&w illustrations (many full page) and 27 tables, fine copy. Fairly scarce. $44.00

Radam, William. MICROBES AND THE MICROBE
KILLER. NY: Author 1890, 1st and only edition, publ’s
lovely red polished cloth, 369pp, author’s own rubber name stamp rudely stamped on both fly leaves
(practicing with a new stamp?), else very good-fine,
many plates on glossy paper. No copies on Vialibri.net. Radam is a well known “quack”. Ian got a
kick out of this book, “choice” was one of his highest
praise words and that’s what he said. $190.00

Shaylor, Joseph. – THE FASCINATION OF BOOKS.
Putnam’s, nd, publ’s gilt ruled & lettered cloth, top
gilt, frontis, title and foredge rather foxed o/w a
crisp bright copy, thick paper. The British scene
then. $12.00

Rosenthal, Bernard M. – AUTOBIOGRAPHY AND
AUTOBIBLIOGRAPHY. Berkeley: Ian Jackson 2010,
sewn glossy wraps, 61pp, photographs, mint copy.
Reviewed in the Papers of the Bibliographical Society, Vol.108, No.3, 2010, link here. 400 copies printed,
very scarce on the net. $25.00
Scaliger) Smitskamp, R. – THE SCALIGER COLLECTION. A Collection of over 200 Antiquarian Books…
Leiden: Smitskamp Oriental Antiquarium 1993 2nd
ed, gilt red cloth, 130pp + XXX (index), color portrait
frontis, mint copy. $35.00

Smith, Gibbs M. – THE ART OF THE BOOKSTORE.
The Bookstore Paintings of Gibbs M. Smith. SLC:

Gibbs Smith 2009 small quarto boards & dj, slipcase,
color throughout. Smith is a publisher of insipid text
books (where the money is) but he is/was a dedicated bookhound as this demonstrates. $12.00

Stevens, Henry. – RECOLLECTIONS OF MR. JAMES
LENNOX OF NEW YORK AND THE FORMATION OF
HIS LIBRARY. London: Stevens 1886, ’large paper
copy’ (7” x 4.5”), half white buckram and marbled &
gilt ruled boards, marbled ep’s, deckled foredge,
green leather spine label, Whittingham printing,
BMR book label, nice copy. Sold with Wyman Parker,
Henry Stevens of Vermont. Amsterdam: N. Israel
1963 publ’s orange cloth, port frontis, vg-f. Stevens,
he was old school, Yale, Skull & Bones, etc. he knew
all the magnates and sold the best. Together the two:
$42..00

thick quarto, (12”x 8.5”), recent mottled calf antique
style, raised bands, gilt label, [10]+XL+559+558pp,
plus one leaf of errata & catalog, lacks portrait, (but
with extra engraved title depicting God writing on
the heart of man), printed title (rubricated, with illegible contemporary signature), another illegible
contemporary signature on fly (G. Croft Moesley?)
dated 1770, recent gift inscription on front pastedown, two short tears in volume one, ep’s a little
edge-worn and soiled, text crisp and fresh, a nice
copy, strongly and handsomely bound. The second
volume, with printed title dated 1660 has an engraving of Jesus as shepherd carrying lamb on his shoulders signed P. Lombart. Besides portrait collated
complete, L6 in volume two is a cancel as usual it
seems. Gathorne-Hardy 32A. The binding is expertly
done preserving the original fly-leaves and pastedowns. Besides the missing portrait the only problem with this volume is that some vigorous pencillings on the front fly made some very faint pressure
marks on the back of the engraved frontis. The penultimate book by Taylor following his extremely
popular The Rule and Exercises of Holy Living, and
The Rule and Exercises of Holy Dying (1650 and
1651). Meant to be a comprehensive “manual” of
Christian ethics, it was partly inspired by the works
of Herbert of Cherbury. $350.00

Strouse) LADIES IN MY LIBRARY. Books & Letters
from the Collection of Norman H. Strouse. Free Library of Philadelphia 1968, small 8vo stapled wraps,
27pp. $6.00

Tiraboschi, Girolamo. – STORIA DELLA LETTERATURA ITALIANA. Firenze, Presso Molini Landi
MDCCCV, (vol 1), MDCCCXIII (vol 20), cont half red
calf and marbled bds, vellum corners, wide margins,
though the text is a bit browned in places with some
occasional foxing it feels cotton-based, the books
open nicely on the table, expertly if humbly bound,
only trivial edge-wear. 9 vols in 20. $110.00

Taylor, Jeremy. – DUCTOR DUBITANTIUM OR THE
RULE OF CONSCIENCE…IN FOUR BOOKS. London:
James Fletcher for Richard Royston 1660, 1st ed,

Twomey, Juliet Spohn. – WHENCE JENSON. A Search
for the Origins of Roman Type. Oakland: Pacem
Press (the author), tall thin quarto, 12” x 8”, cloth-

backed boards, 25pp, by letterpress, 100 copies
printed by Twomey, BMR, vf. $48.00
Updike, Daniel Berkeley. – THE OUTLOOK FOR TYPOGRAPHY. Pittsburgh: Laboratory Press 1925
12mo, stitched wraps, No.15 of 100 copies numbered, spine a bit worn. Ian wasn’t a big fan of
ephemera but pamphlets were key and thus there
are many in his stock. God knows what Updike
would think looking at a copy of Wired Magazine today, or some such. No copies online. $12.00

Watt, [Robert] – BIBLIOTHECA BRITANNICA, OR A
GENERAL INDEX… Edinburgh, Constable & Co 1824,
1st ed, 4 vols heavy quarto, contemporary polished
calf, banded spine, black & red spine labels, gauffered edges, hinges cracking with three boards detached, occasional amateur leather repairs to spines,
good margins, text in double-column, edges waxed
red, text blocks in lovely preservation, contemporary bookplate of Walter Wilson. Nicer than it
sounds. (Bigmore & Wyman II, p.68). $225.00
Wheeler) Weaver, William D., editor. – CATALOGUE
OF THE WHEELER GIFT. Of Books, Pamphlets and
Periodicals in the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. NY: AIEE 1909, two volumes, publ’s yellow cloth with green spine labels gilt lettered,
504+475pp, plates, lovely blue ep’s, Bernard M.

Rosenthal’s labels in each volume, cloth slightly
soiled, text and binding firm, a vg copy. When I was
selling books to the Bakken Library they regularly
asked me to offer anything medical in this catalog,
and as far as I know Mr. Bakken eventually obtained
almost all of them. $80.00
Whiteman, Maxwell. – FORGERS & FOOLS. The
Strange Career of “Baron” Weisbergand, the Incredible Story… NY: Typophiles 1986 12mo, folded
wraps stapled, 23pp, Stone House Press, laid paper,
BMR, vf. $8.00

Witham, G. S. – MODERN PULP AND PAPER MAKING. 2nd ed. Reinhold 1942, heavy 8vo, publ’s blue
cloth printed in black, many interesting illustrations.
$28.00
Whittingham) CHARLES WHITTINGHAM PRINTER
1795-1876. Preface by Janet Ing. October-December
1983 39+1pp, sewn wraps, four handsome color
plates, BMR, Stinehour printing. Whittingham was
one of Ian’s favorite printers, mine too. Who can forget the beauties of Chiswick Press? $14.00

Wood, Anthony. – THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ANTHONY WOOD… [edited by] Andrew Clark. 5 volumes, Oxford Historical Soc 1891-1900, publ’s polished blue cloth, cont bookdealer’s label, three cloth
corners bumped but textblocks very fine, gilt bright,
no complete copies online. $300.00
Zedler, Gottfried. - DIE SOGENANNTE GUTENBERGBIBEL SOWIE DIE MIT DER 42-ZEILIGEN
BIBELTYPE AUSGEFÜHRTEN KLEINEREN DRUCKE.
Mit 9 Abbildungen im Text und 52 Tafeln. Verlag der
Gutenberg-Gesellschaft, Mainz 1929, quarto, contemporary half black calf and marbled boards, five
raised bands gilt edged, handsome binding with
publ’s reinforced hinges, leather corners,
XVI+126pp, good margins, fine and handsome copy.
Gutenberg und Schöffer im Lichte des Mainzer Frühdrucks XX. $75.00
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Kearney continued: The book may also be obtained
from James Fergusson Books & Manuscripts (see
Contact page for details). This is the essential sequel
to Patrick Kearney’s The Private Case: an annotated
bibliography of the Private Case erotica collection in
the British (Museum) Library (London, Jay Landesman, 1981), a catalogue of the books kept in the
British Museum (now Library)’s “locked ward” for
books considered to be too erotic, obscene or blasphemous to be placed on the general shelves. That
volume was produced in an edition of 1000 copies.
It is now out-of-print, but the author has kindly allowed the entire text to be posted on the HathiTrust
website, where it may be consulted free of charge by
anyone.
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000272120
*The flyer below was composed by the authors, for
whom (naturally enough) the value of their work
was self-evident. From their point of view, no hyperbole was necessary. A publisher who wishes to

sell copies, however, might add that: *The Supplement is an essential historical addition. The 1981
volume is a record only of the books actually present
in the Private Case at that very moment, after years
of additions, wastage, demotion, theft, declassification and redistribution — as new accessions or bequests muscled out old favorites. The historian of
books (or manners) needs to know the name and
address of every single book that ever resided in the
Private Case, not merely the survivors of successive
purges. The 1981 edition listed the 1916 books then
in the Private Case. This 2016 Supplement lists 53
books added to the Private Case since 1981, and 956
former residents or passing fancies. Together, these
two volumes now supply that great desideratum of
the book-historian, a diachronic register of taboos,
with Kearney’s introduction providing essential historical data on the life and times of the Private Case
from a veteran observer. *The Supplement is an essential bibliographical addition. Even to this day, not
all Private Case books are listed in the British Library online catalogue. For these few books,
Kearney’s Supplement offers the only available record. His catalogue may not be perfect — indeed the
sample page-spread of the flyer includes a tiny typographical error that was only caught at the last minute before publication — but for a small number of
books, erroneously or incompletely catalogued by
the British Library, The Private Case Supplement
provides a more accurate and informative and extensive entry than has ever been made available to
the public. *N.B. The Supplement to the Private Case
of the British (Museum) Library (1982 [sic]), comprising books that used to be in the Private Case (Santa
Rosa, 2002) listed on WorldCat as being owned by
two British libraries is not a publication but a one
(or two)-off print-out from a pdf supplied as a courtesy to the British Library. It is a preliminary, uncorrected draft of the present book, half the size, and
lacking both the substantial retrospective introduction and the addenda to the original volume offered
here.

Warburg continued: *The first two volumes were
published as The Journal of the Warburg Institute. 51
issues in all, plus prospectus, filling four feet of shelf
space, from the library of R.B. Kitaj (1932-2007), as
usual without his signature, but with the Serendipity
consignment code of the Kitaj estate (‘Lem’, for Kitaj’s eldest son Lem Dobbs) in every issue, and a gallery announcement addressed to Kitaj inserted into
the first volume, along with a (rather foxed) copy of
a 28-page offprint by Martin Roman Deppner, from
Aby Warburg: Akten des internationalen Symposions,
Hamburg 1990 (1991), entitled ‘Bilder als Kommentare: R.B.Kitaj und Aby Warburg’. Martin notes
(p.239) that ‘Das Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes wurde Anregungspotential und Inspirationsquelle für zählreiche Arbeiten’. Kitaj was
one of the most intellectual artists of his time and a
great admirer of all things Warburgian since his Oxford days with Edgar Wind. *According to his biographer Marco Livingstone, Kitaj ‘came across the
Journals of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes in
the Ashmolean Library, journals which he began to
collect for his own use as source material. For Kitaj
this newly discovered material, with its fascinating
juxtapositions and its persuasive thesis on the capacity of images to give form to ideas, provided both
an extension of, and complement to, his devotion to
Surrealism’ — Kitaj (Phaidon, 2010), p.15. Edward
Chaney adds from the artist’s as yet unpublished autobiographical Confessions that ‘Wind led me to his

master, Warburg, who died semi-mad in 1929 and
Warburg led me to his legacy and to his legatees —
Panofsky, Saxl, Bing, Wittkower, Otto Pacht, the
younger Gombrich and all the rest … My greatest
scoop [in the Oxford bookshops of the late 1950s]
was a full set of Warburg Journals from their London
inception (1937) to date. These journals describe a
stunning face of the Jewish Diaspora in one of its
grandest moments, an amidah (standing up to) Hitlerism. The amazing "visuals", plates I mean culled
from Warburgian libraries of fantastical imagery,
sparked the always latent Surrealist-Dadaist in me
and always will. My Warburgers command pride of
place in my innermost 21st sanctum — My Jewish library-room at home in Los Angeles Judios [sic]’ —
emaj 7:1 (November 2013), pp. 7 & 18. Did this ‘full
set’ (as of 1958) ever exist, or was it a rhetorical invention? Perhaps some volumes have gone astray
over the years. (I have removed none). Certainly all
of the Warburg articles that directly inspired paintings by Kitaj are present here, notably Frances Yates
on ‘The Art of Ramon Lull’, Rudolf Wittkower’s
‘Marvels of the East’ and Gerta Calmann’s ‘The Picture of Nobody’. *As the artist wrote of his ‘Specimen Wanderings of a Democrat’ in the catalogue of
his Tate Gallery retrospective, ‘One of the joys of the
Warburg Journal in my youth was tumbling into vast
and inaccessible countries of art and ideas about art
as an explorer might do’ — R. B. Kitaj, a Retrospective (Tate Gallery, 1994), p.215. Without dozens of
physical (not digitized) volumes to consult (or tumble into) in the original, the influence on Kitaj’s art of
The Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes
might well have been negligible. The run offered
here contains sufficient reading and viewing for an
entire year of rainy afternoons, with articles by all
the Warburg worthies, Erwin Panofsky (3 contributions), Frances A. Yates (8), Anthony Blunt (6), Edgar Wind (5), William Heckscher (2), Francis
Wormald (3), Jean Seznec (4), Gertrud Bing (3), Rudolf Wittkower (9), E. H. Gombrich (7) , Fritz Saxl
(3), Ernst Kantorowicz (2) and D.J. Gordon (3), and
among the later generation, Anthony Grafton (3).

